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Chapter: 1557

The atmosphere was completely silent at this moment!

White Yi suddenly furious, angrily said:

“Jin Chengen, keep your mouth clean for me! Otherwise, I will ask you

to leave!”

Even if Lin Fan is already a promising family husband, that is also her

husband of Bai Yi.

Lin Fan has paid for her over the years, she has been watching it, and it

is many times better than Jin Chengen, who only betrayed her with a

mere rhetoric.

Not to mention, Lin Fan is a magnificent Master Lin!

She was able to marry such a man Lin Fan, are driven forces!

What qualifications does Jin Chengen have to insult him?

But Jin Chengen smiled bitterly and said:

“Bai Yi, I just think you can have a better life!”

This guy always put on an affectionate, extremely gentle look just like

before, as if only Bai Yi was in his eyes.

But Bai Yi had already seen his true face a long time ago, so how could

he be easily fooled?

“I’m doing well now, don’t worry about it!”

Bai Yi said with a cold face, and then took Lin Fan and walked into the

new Bai family.

See here!

Jin Chengen’s expression turned gloomy in an instant, and then a sneer

appeared at the corner of his mouth, and said in his heart:

“White Iraq, I will not give up! You are my! Your new Pak, and also

my!”

………

At this time, in Bai Yi’s office, she finally fell weakly on the sofa,

trembling all over.

Saying that there is a little feeling that it is false, after all, it was her first

love.

She once loved!

Although nothing happened to them, Bai Yi at the time regarded him

as his soul mate.

But at this time, Lin Fan was silent.

As Bai Yi’s husband, he now believes in Bai Yi unconditionally, and he

will not feel scared or uncomfortable because of the appearance of an

ex-boyfriend.

That is an expression of unconfidence!

Because Lin Fan always felt that the lover who could be robbed was

not the lover!

After a long time, Bai Yi finally recovered, and then said to Lin Fan a

little nervously:

“I am sorry….”

however!

Lin Fan but just smiled:

“why apologize?”

Upon hearing this, Bai Yi was completely stunned, and a deep touch

appeared in his heart, assuring:

“Do not worry, I will properly handle this Nie Yuan, will not let you

down.”

“it is good!”

Lin Fan smiled, then nodded his head:

“Then you are busy, I will go outside!”

Then, Lin Fan walked out of the office, but the moment he walked out

of the office, he dialed a call:

“Help me to check a person!”

now!

It is time the new Pak thunder Masamori, Jincheng En back at this

time, would be too happened, right?

He previously said he did not know the new owner is white Bai Yi, Lin

Fan did not believe such nonsense!

After work, Bai Yi packed up his things and prepared to go home.

But it went to parking lot, but see Jincheng En run out, with a

handsome face still calm smile:

“Bai Yi, I want to have a good chat with you!”

“But you and I have nothing to talk about!”

Bai Yi didn’t even look at him, and walked past him and left.

A faint hatred was wiped out in Jin Chengen’s eyes, and then he

shouted at Bai Yi’s back:

“Bai Yi, give me a chance. This is a major matter of life. My country is

now being persecuted by the new virus and urgently needs your

vaccine to save my life!”

“Now every day of delay, one more day will die! Bai Yi, save them!”

clatter!

Bai Yi’s footsteps finally stopped and looked back at Jin Chengen:

“What you say is true?”

Sure enough!

A sinister color appeared in Jin Chengen’s eyes. Kindness has always

been Bai Yi’s essence. He knew that Bai Yi would not sit idly by as long

as he said that.

“Of course it is true! The reason why I came back this time is to reach

cooperation with New Baishi, so that the people of our country can

use this new vaccine as soon as possible.”

Jin Chengen smiled bitterly:

“Bai Yi, I know you don’t want to care about me, but you don’t look at

the face of the monk and the face of the Buddha, save them!”

Bai Yi sighed and said:

“Let’s find a place to talk again!”
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